
Scroll down for SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND PHOTOS  - 421 Pleasant St 

Current Fencing PHOTOS: 

 

Dark Green (road front) is currently 7’ high.  Driveway side to left is 6’.   Looking to replace all 112’ with 6’ 

height. 

Left side (currently 6’ high) – replacing in-kind 
• (8) 6’ cedar 1x4 privacy panels  
• (9) 5” cedar posts with post caps  
 
Road Facing side (currently 7’ high) 
• (4) 6’ cedar 1x4 privacy panels  
• (5) 5” cedar posts with post caps  
• (1) 6’ x 16’ double drive gate with all necessary hardware  
 

Photo of planned Replacement Fence:  (CENTRAL FENCE) 

 

 
SEE DETAILED PLANS FROM CENTRAL FENCE BELOW 



 

 



 



 

Replacement location above 

 

 



 

 
REASON FOR VARIANCE REQUEST: 
 
FENCE REPLACEMENT – 421 Pleasant St., Portsmouth, NH 03801: Reason for Variance 
request (aligning to Zoning Ordinance Art. 2, section 10.233.20)  

  
The reason for this variance request is the homeowner (Ingrid Barr) is not comfortable replacing her 

current deteriorating 7’ fence (roadfront) with only a 4’ fence (per town ordinance) as it would remove 

the privacy that she needs and has been accustomed to for the last 40 years (example: she regularly has 

her grandchildren over to play in her yard and would not be comfortable with only a 4’ fence between 

them and the sidewalk/road).  Replacing with only a 4’ high fence would create an unnecessary hardship.  

 

We are seeking approval to replace the current 7’ fence, which is deteriorating and falling apart, with a 

new 6’ high cedar fence.  This new fence would not be contrary to the public interest as it will be 

replacing an old fence which is in bad shape, with a new cedar plank fence that is commonly used in the 

area and keeping in spirit of the historic district.  It will also be 1’ shorter than the current one.   

 

As mentioned above, the planned new fence is 6’ tall with 1x4 cedar planks and post and caps every 8’ 

which will only help with values of surrounding properties.  This new fence would only result in 

improvement to the property values in the vicinity and would not change the essential characteristics of 

the neighborhood.   



 

Thank you for your consideration.   

 

Jamie Martin (405 Pleasant St.) 

On behalf of Ingrid Barr (421 Pleasant St.) 

 

  
 


